A PEEK AT OUR WEEK

Skills /Topics & Tests

Your 5th Grade Newsletter

October 15-19, 2018

Spelling / Vocabulary Words
hospital-a place where sick or injured people are given care or
treatment and where babies are often born

Reading
Word Study Grammar

*2-Liter Drinks (any kind)
*Fall Carnival Prizes (no candy with nuts or candy that will melt)
*Unicorn Items (for carnival basket)
*Keto-Friendly Food (for carnival basket) – NON-REFRIGERATED
*Gift Cards (for carnival basket)
*Tennis Balls

hosp: guest
onym: name
Host: stranger, enemy
*Persuasive Writing, “Art
Class”
Dividing Whole Numbers
*Division by 1 and 2 digit
divisors, Arrays and Area
Models

Unit 2,
The Engineering Process

S.S.

hospitable-generous and friendly to guests or visitors
homonym-a word that is spelled and pronounced like another
word but is different in meaning

Upcoming
Tests, Quizzes, &
Projects
*POV TEST on
Tuesday (10/19)

Grammar Review

Writing

Wish List

Point of View
continued

Math

*We’ve already received a few donations for carnival items. THANK YOU FOR YOUR
SUPPORT! You really make a difference!
*We will not have a math homework quiz the Monday after Fall Break (10/15).
*Carnival Ticket Pre-Sale begins 10/16.
*5th Grade MASKquerade tickets on sale now for $10!

Science

Announcements /Reminders

Topics / Skills

*QUIZ on Friday
(10/19)

*HW QUIZ every
Monday (except 10/15)

*Please review the Unit 2
study guide daily that were
handed out on Friday (9/14).
*Test on Unit Two on
Thursday (10/18)

Emancipation Proclimation

synonym-a word that has the same or similar meaning as another
word in the same language
antonym-a word with the meaning that is opposite to the meaning
of another word
anonymous-not named or identified; made or done by someone
unknown
acronym-a name for something that is formed from the first
letter of each of the words in a title
pseudonym-a name a person, such as a writer, uses instead of his
or her real name
hostile-not friendly; having or showing unfriendly feelings; harsh
or unpleasant
hostage-a person who is captured by someone who demands that
certain things be done before the captured person is freed

Resources

doctortucker.weebly.com ♥ malhopper.weebly.com
Family Learning Center - 475-5967
The mission of Atoka Elementary School is to create a challenging learning environment that
provides students for college and career readiness through academic, behavioral, and social achievement.

